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Day Order Exercise Reps Sets Tempo Rest  Notes  
 

 
 

Push - Chest, 
Shoulders & 

Triceps  
 

(Phase 1) 
 

Mobility 
warm up 

Foam rolling - Hamstrings, glutes + upper back 3 sets 5 mins total  
Chest Stretch in squat rack 3 sets 5 second hold  

Banded lat + hip flexor stretch  - 3 Control 30 secs  hold for 10 secs then switch  
Chest supported row (single arm) 6-8 3 Control 30 secs  Extend thoracic, Retract and depress 

scapula, keep glutes locked down tight, abs 
tight  

A1 Flat Barbell Press  8-10 4 3110 60 secs  Abs tight all the way, scapula locked down, 
pinch shoulders together and drive chest 

up 
B1 Incline Dumbbell Press 8-10 4 3010 60 secs  Retract and depress scapula, brace core, 

no locking out, work within your active 
range 

B2 Cable fly (Incline bench) 8-10 4 3110  Chest up, keeping scapula locked down, 
driving elbows in, keep abs locked down  

C1 Seated Dumbbell  Shoulder Press (60-70 degree) 8-10 4 3010 60 secs  Retract and depress scapula, brace core, 
no locking out, keep abs tucked in to 

bench  
C2 Seated dumbbell lateral raise  8-10 

  
4 
 

3111 
 

 Working within active range of deltoid, 
avoid overstretching keep chest tall and 

maintain tension throughout 
D1 Rear Delt Cable Fly  8-10 4 2111 60 secs Tempo focus here, keep traps locked 

down, think driving hands away, scapula 
protracted forward slightly, work within 

active range  
E1 Tricep Dips (using dip bars) 8-10 4 3010 60 secs  Control eccentric, keep elbows tight, 

engage tricep first, do not lock out, do not 
lean forwards here 

E2 Rope tricep extension  8-10 
  

4 
 

3111 
 

 Use full ROM, keep scapula stable and 
pinned back, only elbow should be moving  

Cardio  Not required at this stage 
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Day Order Exercise Reps Sets Tempo Rest  Notes  
 

 
 

Pull - Back & 
Biceps  

 
(Phase 1) 

 

Mobility 
warm up 

Foam rolling - Hamstrings, glutes + upper back 3 sets 5 mins total  
Chest Stretch in squat rack 3 sets 5 second hold  

Banded lat + hip flexor stretch  - 3 Control 30 secs  hold for 10 secs then switch  
Chest supported row (single arm) 6-8 3 Control 30 secs  Extend thoracic, Retract and depress 

scapula, keep glutes locked down tight, abs 
tight  

A1 Wide Grip Pull Ups AMRAP 4 3110 60 secs Avoid swinging here, keep chest elevated 
and scapula locked down, work within 

active range avoiding traps kicking in at top 
of movement  

B1 Machine Seated Row (plate loaded) 8-10 4 3010 60 secs Ensure a upright neutral spine, pull with 
handles until elbow is level with torso, 

chest elevated and scapula locked back 
and down  

C1 Rope Face Pull  8-10 4 2011 60 secs chest up, pulling towards jawline, think 
pulling out with elbows, avoid shoulders 

internally rotating  
D1 Incline Bench (30 degree) Dumbbell Row 8-10 4 3010 60 secs  Bi-lateral movement, chest supported 

dumbbell row using both arms, avoid 
passive range when pulling concentric 
portion, keep focus on lats throughout 

E1 Seated Dumbbell Bicep Curl 8-10 4 3011 60 secs Keep shoulders locked back, focus on peak 
contraction, maintain elbow contact with 

pad  
E2 Cable Rope Hammer Curl 8-10 4 3010  Shoulders stable, maintain tension on 

bicep throughout, only elbow should move 

Cardio  Not required at this stage 
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Day Order Exercise Reps Sets Tempo Rest  Notes  
 

 
 

Legs - Quads, 
Hams & Glutes  

 
(Phase 1) 

 

Mobility 
warm up 

Foam rolling - Hamstrings, glutes, quads & Calves 3 sets 5 mins total  
Banded lat + hip flexor stretch  - 2 Control 30 secs  hold for 10 secs then switch  
Single leg leg extension (Rec fem activation) 6-8 2 Control 30 secs  Drive hips down into pad, keep knee inline 

with hip, toes pointing back 
A1 Back squat (rotate with front squat) 8-10 4  3010 >90 secs Maintain a neutral spine, keeping chest 

lifted, squat down and avoid lower back 
arching, drive feet through floor, not 

locking out  
B1 Leg extension (get quads fully shortened)  8-10 4 3112 60 secs  Focus on peak contraction, Pull down hard 

into seat, think up and over with feet, 
avoid glutes lifting maintain a flexed hip 

C1 Dumbbell Romanian Deadlift  8-10 4 3021 60 secs Slight bend in knees, hip hinging keeping 
neutrality of spine, ensuring full stretch in 

hamstrings making sure stress is away 
from lumbar - active range here, do not 

lock out movement  
D1 Barbell Hip Thrusts  8-10 4  3111 90 secs  Engage glutes at start of movement, drive 

hips through keeping tension, tempo 
focus, keep slight elevation of toes, tilting 
pelvis last 10% of concentric movement  

E1 Walking Dumbbell Lunges  10-12 
each leg 

2 Control  60 secs  Maintain stable posture with core engaged 
and scapula stable, load front leg and drive 

through avoiding excessive forward lean 

Cardio  Not required at this stage 
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TRAINING SCHEDULE:  
 
Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

Pull Steps Legs  Cardio  Push  Steps  Steps 

 

Notes: 
- A goal of 11,000 steps is required each day moving forwards this can be split up throughout the day to suit your daily schedule (Neat)  

 

- Adjustments to meal plans and exercise programing will be made when necessary however it is essential that you stick to the plan consistently and avoid any food that is not 

listed in your nutritional plan or the food chart attached until advised otherwise. This ensures positive results and progression throughout your journey. 

 

- Please record 1-2 different exercises each week and send in with check in forms. Fasted bodyweight (post toilet) circumference measurement and body fat sites if possible. 

(Subscap, tricep, Umbilical, Suprailiac) 

 

- This is your initial set point so we have a solid starting point to pull you down from moving forwards. Workouts will be added in throughout your journey based on requirements 

 

- The main focus during this first phase of programing is to establish a bassline regarding your training and nutrition so we have a set point to make adjustments from moving 

forwards. The goal here is to bring body fat levels down to prime your body to optimally gain lean muscle tissue as well improve body composition. A leaner physique will always 

grow faster and more efficiently whilst optimising other markers such as sleep, stress, recovery and digestion. Once this has been achieved, calories will be pushed and training 

intensity will be increased.  

 

Log book use: 
Progressive overload over time is the underlying goal. Muscle tissue increases in size / volume as an adaptation to the unaccustomed stress being placed upon it, hence why we need to 

continue to do more over time (volume/intensity) whether it is via load or number of reps, every session should see an increase in either of these. The aim is to ensure high output, high 

intensity and perfect form. This will ensure progression is being made in the right direction. it will also make it very easy to see if food intake is not high enough or if recovery is impaired - 

as lift progressions may plateau. As such get yourself a small log book and start documenting your sessions as you train. This can also be a valuable tool for maintaining focus during your 

sessions. 
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Supplementation recommendations: Additional to your current regime 

 
- Magnesium Glycinate - Improved sleep and cns recovery ability (Dosage 400mg 30 mins before bed) 

- Omega 3 fish oil if unable to consume from salmon or other oily fish - 3-5g split up throughout the day  

- Digestive enzymes - required for the increase in uptake of all vitamins and nutrients - 1 with each meal 

- Whey protein  

 

Other mobility consideration before workouts:  
 
PRONE COBRA: Goal here is to train your body to optimise and perform thoracic extension. This postural position is required for nearly every movement you perform in the gym using 
machines and free weights.  I have attached a link on how to correctly perform this exercise and written the key teaching considerations and ques below. 
 

● Engage Glutes 
● Core braced  
● Extend thoracic (chest off floor) 
● Scapula retracted and depressed 
● Twist thumbs and arms back 

3 sets 6-8 reps - 3 second hold 
 
https://youtu.be/0RAs3-Yx8oo 
 
Tempo - Each number refers to particular part of movement. For example 3110, refers to 3 second eccentric, 1 second isometric, 1 second concentric and 0 second isometric. 
Make sure you adhere to the tempo set. Doing this allows you to have greater control of the target muscle group. Main focus here is the eccentric portion, you will progress much quicker 
when focus on negative is maintained.. 
 
Eccentric = negative part of movement lengthening a muscle (easy part) 
Concentric = positive part of movement shortening a muscle (harder part) 
Isometric = Pausing contraction without movement  
 
Scapula = Shoulder blade 
AMRAP = As many reps as possible  
ROM = Range of motion  

 

https://youtu.be/0RAs3-Yx8oo
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Weekly Check In: 
Check ins will be every thursday or friday depending on your schedule.  

This will be either email/sms or video call depending on questions and progress etc. 

There is also the option to come into the gym and I can take your body fat measurements there. 

As stated above, before we make contact I will require all body stats and check in forms including training videos.  

We can arrange the day and time mid week via whatsapp. 

 

Lastly, I’m very much looking forward to working with you and can’t wait to see what great shape you can achieve over the coming months.  

 

Joe Duffy  

M10 Coach  

 


